
4.4.2: The Institute adopts standard established systems and procedures for maintaining the 

physical, academic and support facilities. There are Institute level committees that look after the 

various aspects of the utilization and maintenance of the physical, academic and support 

facilities:- 

 

Laboratory and Library Facilities: The classrooms, laboratories, seminar halls, and library 

facilities are utilized regularly by the students for the learning process and record is maintained 

at uses register of the library. Repair and Maintenance of laboratory equipment’s/instruments are 

initiated by the respective Laboratory In charge as and when required. The purchase committee 

handles the repair/maintenance/calibration request appropriately. As a part of regular practice 

laboratory in charge, along with laboratory assistant, ensures proper working of all equipment at 

the beginning of each semester. SIBACA is having very rich resource of learning at library in the 

form of huge collections of new books, journals and magazines are continuously added as per the 

need and requirement of the syllabus of SPPU. Stock verification of the library is done on annual 

basis 

 

Computers: All the computer related facilities including hardware, computer peripherals, UPS 

and generator are maintained by lab assistants and electricians of the Institute has legal antivirus 

software to protect browsing & secured handling of internet.  SIBACA is having trained staff 

who take care of all the hardware and software of the institute. They are continuously working 

on updating the configuration of the computers as per the requirement of hardware and software. 

 

Sport Complex:: SIBACA is having world class amenities for the overall development of 

students i.e swimming pool, cricket ground, Football ground and Gym which helps in overall 

development of students.  The maintenance of all such amenities is well taken care by ground 

staff under the guidance of the estate office. Cleaning of all these grounds are done on daily 

basis. Water is sprayed on all these grounds through sprinkler irrigation system. Grass cutting of 

all these grounds is also done on regular basis. 

 

Hygienic Canteen& Mess Facilities: SIBACA provides hygienic and healthy food facilities for 

all the residents which is regularly monitored by appropriate Committee. Campus also provides 

Laundry and salon facilities for the students.  

 

Classrooms: The classrooms and seminar halls which are well equipped with LCD Projectors 

and internet facilities are utilized regularly by the students for the learning process and timetables 

indicate the regular utilization of the respective facilities by students and faculties. The class 

rooms of the institute are well maintained and cleaned by supporting staff. SIBACA is intended 

to provide hygienic and clean learning environment for which all the classrooms are maintained 

with curtains on the windows which are washed and cleaned regularly. 

 

Medical Facilities: The Free Medical Facilities for students, staff and villagers: Medical 

healthcare facility is available in the campus in the form of Rural Health Training Centre. The 

medical facilities and medicines are given free of cost to the students, staff members and nearby 

villagers. Specialized doctors like Orthopedics, Dermatologists, Gynecologists and 

Ophthalmologists etc. are made available on weekly basis. 

  


